ARC 15 - When the Saints Come - Mission 11 - 11409.02

Summary:  The Captain and CTO face down the barrel of Yieena's disruptor in her search for Foster within the main center.  Somewhere on the planet Foster has found a large computer complex labeled Unified Systems Followers Environment Corporations Model 110-44 and is currently trying to access it.  Medical continue their evaluation on Moya.  The Marines continue their assault on the small communications island having taken out the aerial assault vehicles.

*************************** Resume Mission *****************************

TGS GySgt Oley says:
#*Lima Co*: Move into Phase II positions.
COM Sgt Flanagan says:
#::Already on the move, but he manages to catch enough of Oley's message to know he's headed in the right direction::
Yienna says:
@::Continues to point the weapon at T'Shara.::  CO:  I do not want to kill you Captain, but unless you order your people to leave now I will be forced too.
SPR Sgt Sanchez says:
#::Takes up a more central position in their assault line, though he's farther from Flanagan, Oley, and the others, in slightly higher ground::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Reaches out and quickly grabbing the gun with her left hand and punches Yieena with her right.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Trying to work on the young woman on her biobed, although now working in the dark. Luckily...for whatever reason, the computer consoles still seem to work for the moment.::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#::Hits his comm badge once::
COM Sgt Flanagan says:
#::Initiates phaser rifle fire across the opening of the communications facility, and he is soon joined in a vicious crossfire by Sanchez and the others::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$Computer:  Is there a communications array down here that I can access?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Paired up with Torran, they make their way around the ship, scanning for any disturbances or intruders.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Slips his phaser away quickly at T'Shara's action, flanking Yieena and moving in to help secure her weapon arm::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#::Opens fire::  *Selam*: Breach when ready.
Yieena says:
@::Almost shocked at the speed the Captain moved.  She sees her weapon arm grabbed and before she can react is punched.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Feeling anxious, particularly with the booms and such from the outside, he continues to peer at the hatch, wide-eyed::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Runs to Fong:: OPS: Stay down, this might hurt.

@ACTION:  Yieena not being one to overly exert herself is knocked out from Captain T'Shara's punch and slumps to the floor.

MA SCPO Golarex says:
#::Orders his teams forward to hit the enemy in concert with the marines, trying to exploit any weak points that open up and garner some measure of their attention::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Quietly she speaks with the other teams, making certain everyone was safe.  In the back of her mind was her concern for Theron and Sky and her frustration she could do little for them.  But she was certain they were both alive... they had better be.::
SSE Sgt Omar says:
#::Appears out of nowhere behind the guard nearest the hatch, his arm turning a cloudy grey to match the sky as he reaches it around the man's neck, snapping it unceremoniously::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Takes the weapon and hands it to the CTO.::  CTO: She won't be needing that.
OPS Lt Fong says:
#::Makes no reply to the MO's statement as he is currently looking at a nice field of flowers.::
SSE Sgt Omar says:
#::Fades into the wall again, moving along it towards the hatch::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Nods and glances over it, taking his phaser back out and holstering the second weapon just in case before glancing around::  CO:  Aye, Captain.  No Foster, though.

@SCENE: Now that Yieena is no longer an issue..  The room is filled with hand woven rugs, pillows and huge statues of Usfe.  Near the back is another door not yet explored.   The door looks to be attached to a high security control panel.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Continues to work to stabilize the young woman on her biobed::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::As he waits for the computer to respond he carefully turns trying to get a good look at some of the nearby consoles, looking for anything that might indicate a shutdown function or comm array.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Flexes her right hand a bit after the punch.  Nods::  CTO: We will continue our search.  ::Looks back down at Yienna briefly and steps around her::  Nobody threatens my crew.
NAV SSgt Ch’Pok says:
#::Comes around the other side of the facility, moving quickly along its perimeter and decidedly more exposed than Omar::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Cuts open Fong's uniform and examines the wound:: OPS: It's not that bad. You still with me?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Moves towards the hatch and looks at Hawk::  CAG: This might be our opportunity, and a particularly good one if you were hoping to get shot at.
Computer says:
$CNS: This facility is directly tied to the planet wide communications grid.  Access is available to authorized personnel.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Nods again, glancing to the door, then console, and checking to see if Yieena has a keycard or some security measure::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Looks at the CEO with a raised eyebrow::  CEO:  Pretty sure I didn't put get shot at on my short or long term goals in my last eval.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Pauses as Torran lifts a hand for her to do so.  She hears nothing, but trusts his Vulcan hearing.  After a moment they round a bend leading to the deflector dish.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Continues to lay still, not really reacting to the world as the flowers begin to fade.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Mutters more to himself then to the computer::  Computer:  And I'm not authorized. ::Then more loudly.::  How can I manually shut down this system?
Guard Nahilyo says:
#::Sees the burly Klingon just in time, taking a swing at his head and connecting solidly::

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Just on the other side of the hatch; he steals a quick glance around the frame of the door::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Notices the door as well.::  CTO: Does she have anything that might be of use?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Making their way to the door, they once again pause, this time to allow Torran to open the door while she held a phaser ready to fire.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Moves up behind Davis, phaser at the ready::
NAV SSgt Ch’Pok says:
#::Staggers back, not expecting to be detected so easily, let alone struck::
Computer says:
$CNS: This computer cannot be shut down once started.   ::Pauses.::  Unable to access your user profile and authorization status.  Please enter your account information for authorization update.
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Looks up at Fong, listening for an answer::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Pulls out her tricorder scanning the door::
BRE SSgt Selam says:
#::Pops up from the ground, kicking the side of Nahilyo's knee and shattering it as he bends it back in quite the unnatural position::
OPS Lt Fong says:
#::Remains unconscious::

#ACTION:  Daconian troops begin to rush back to the communications building only to fine themselves in a cross fire.   Seconds later a large beam strikes out from the skies burning the troops, both Claymore Marines and Daconians.  The beam continues burning the cement bricks on the building.

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Bursts through the hatch, leveling his phaser, but then nearly craps himself at the sight of brilliant light and bricks burning::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Quickly checks Fong's pulse and breathing to ensure that's he's just in shock::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Nearly runs into Davis when he suddenly stops.  Starts to push past, then sees the beam.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$Computer:  Show me the power grid layout of this computer as well as communication ties to the central computer hub.
Usfe says:
::Turns quickly as Commander Senn and her team enter the room.::   CSO:  We meet again.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Works rapidly to stabilize the young woman from the planet's surface::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
#::Curses, checking to see if he can see what fired that while tapping his commbadge to quickly check on the other tactical teams::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#::Hits the ground instinctively, and perhaps a little too easily, though he doesn't particularly care for the crispy sensation::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Grabs Hawk and goes back in, not liking what he's seeing outside::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@CO:  Bracelet, Captain.  Has some sort of controls on it, could be for door.  ::Holds up the wrist as he talks::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Her weapon ready to fire.::  Usfe:  I have no idea who the prophets you are.  But I do know you do not belong here.  Step away or I will shoot.  It is as simple as that.
SSE Sgt Omar says:
#::Takes Ch'Pok by the collar and pushes Selam in towards the facility, literally throwing Ch'Pok into one of the Daconians::
Computer says:
$::Displays the power grid.::   CNS:  Power stations are located at geothermal venting 2.6 miles below the operations building.  This serves as a clean power source for the Unified Systems Followers Environment Corporations Model 110-44
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@CTO: Can you remove it?  Or do we need to move her?
Usfe says:
::Laughs.::  CSO:  Your vessel is wonderful.  Much more than I could have hoped for.  ::Vanishes into the access port in a flash.::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#*Claymore*: Oley to Claymore--what the hell is going on???
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Wipes her brow momentarily, as she continues to work to stabilize the young woman from the planet below::
Moya says:
::Sits up.::  Outloud:  Yes my Usfe I hear you.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Tries to remove the bracelet without pressing any buttons, while glancing over the buttons to see if they have any identifying marks::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::With a slight motion of her hand, Torran moves slowly to the right as she moves to the left.::  Usfe:  What do you...  ::Blinks as the female vanishes.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Ignores the screams and battle sounds to quickly apply a fix to Fong's leg and stabs him with the hypospray.:: OPS: Ok, you're leg is going to hurt but we've got to get you ready to move. How do you feel?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nearly chokes a moment as Moya suddenly sits up...and feels her stomach sinking::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Grabs a hypospray and immediately moves to sedate Moya::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  I found the intruder.  One moment she was here and then she was not.  She vanished into the access port.  I would suggest that you tie up every bit of power on this ship.
SSE SSgt Omar says:
#::Stumbles into Davis and Hawk, realizing the Daconians are either dead, hurting, or running for their lives; at least, the ones who were closest to the building were::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Looks over the power grid.:: Computer: Where am I in relation to the power stations?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Continues scanning the door to see if there was another way in.::
Computer says:
@CNS:  You are 2.6 miles above the power stations.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::The pair of them begin procedures to shut down power to the deflector dish.::
SSE SSgt Omar says:
#CEO/CAG: We're here to get you out of here. Who else is here?
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CSO*: Understood.   *aOPS*: Over-commit all ship computer resources. Top-level diagnostics...whatever's needed. Just leave us an exit route.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#Omar:  The MO and OPS are in the basement.  OPS is injured.

#ACTION:  The Energy from the deflector begins to move back to the communications building.  It begins to burn into the brick once again this time melting them.  Just as the building starts to become unstable the energy stops.

CNS Lt Foster says:
$Computer:  Is there a lift nearby that will take me to the power stations?
SSE SSgt Omar says:
#CAG: Are they fit enough to get to the door? We might be able to transport them o---::Interrupted by what sounds like the end of the world, or being inside an oven, or both::
OPS Ens Cawney says:
::Nods as she works the controls furiously::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Carefully applies another sedative to Moya, then reaches for the corticostimulators, to induce a coma in Moya::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Commander, power has been disabled to the dish.
SSE SSgt Omar says:
#*TGS*: Package located. Stand by.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Covers his head as it looks like the building is going to collapse, then slowly looks up as the beam stops::  Omar:  I would think them well motivated to get out of here, Sgt.
OPS Lt Fong says:
#::Comes to slowly as the fuzzy tendrils of unconsciousness cling to his brain.  The dull throb of pain from his leg clears the cobwebs slowly.::
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CSO*: Understood. Continuing to tie up ship resources.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Notices another room and begins walking that way, as she looks down at the tricorder it was picking up Starfleet signature.  Continues on scanning.::
Moya says:
Outloud:  Noo......  Usf...  is .... near.......   ::Passes out from the hypo.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Pulls the bracelet off and stands, moving to T'Shara::  CO:  Controls are simple, but not sure what they do, Captain.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Yells back::  MO:  Stevens!  Get Fong on his feet, we're moving out now.
SSE SSgt Omar says:
#::Moves past him quickly into the basement, approaching Fong and Stevens::  MO/OPS: Can you both get upstairs?
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Holds the bracelet out for her, looking over the console::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Clenches her teeth, and draws her phaser, keeping it in one hand while she calls out:: *MO*: Tevis, main ward, stat.
Usfe says:
::Enters sickbay through the open console.::
SO li’Kann says:
*Olay*:  You will need to be more specific.  At the moment, we have an intruder aboard.

@ACTION:  The door chimes once and opens.

MO Ens Tevis says:
*CMO*: On my way.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#::Not particularly looking forward of returning to the ship in order to continue fighting; he decides to wait for Omar to call back in::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Blinks and shrugs at neither button actually being needed, and readies his phaser again::

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Making sure the room is secure, the pair head out.::  SO Torran:  Were you able to get a reading on who or whatever that was?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Having become acutely aware of her isolation in the ward, and in the dark, she starts shifting back and forth slightly, scanning the room visually...but not letting her walls down. No know what Usfe could do...::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Seeing something out of the corner of her eye, she quickly turns toward the light, and purses her lips, fingers light and tight on the phaser trigger, as she aims steadily at Usfe::
Usfe says:
Outloud: Lovely.   ::Looks around at the room.::  You will all serve me well.  ::Lifts her hands.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Fires::
SO Torran says:
CSO:  Most odd, commander.  I read some form of electro mechanical.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Looks at the door as it opens. She pauses for a moment as she is picking up what seems to be some kind of passage in the floor in the other room down the corridor.::

ACTION:  The weapon burns a hole into the opposite wall in sickbay.   Emergency alarms begin to chime in sickbay and one the bridge.

SSE SSgt Omar says:
#::Tired of diplomacy and patience, he grabs the arms of Fong and Stevens and leads them towards the steps::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Lifts Fong off the floor and starts to move him towards the stairs again:: CEO: What's the sitrep, Commander?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
SO:  Are we looking at a combination holograph android?
MA SCPO Golarex says:
#::Continues to move his teams outside of the building, acting as a harassing force for any of the enemy forces still in the open, hoping that the people inside get to being outside already::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Swallows hard, trying to redouble her shields, as she feels that terrible sense of contentment and security, but she continues to train the weapon on Usfe, as her will to do so begins to weaken::
OPS Lt Fong says:
#::Staggers, his feet moving weekly under him as the MO carries him up the stairs.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Turns to see Stevens, Fong, and Omar coming up the steps::
Computer says:
$CNS:  There is an access shaft for authorized personnel.
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Dashes through the doors into sickbay, feeling her way through the threshold with one hand on the bulkhead, to enter to the scene of Raeyld firing on some glowing...something::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Still having her tricorder in one hand she takes out her phaser as well.::  CTO: I am detecting a Starfleet signature coming from the other room down the corridor and there seems to be a passage in the floor.  I would suspect that is Foster.
SO Torran says:
CSO:  More like a medical holograph, one with more ability.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#*Bridge*: Davis to Claymore, prepare to beam Hawk, Stevens, and Fong to the ship; have medical personnel standing by.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
SO:  That does not sound good.  But, it fits an earlier idea I had.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Commander, I think I know who we have aboard and it is not good.

#SCENE:  There is nothing left of the vegetation outside the communications building all Daconians are dead with only burnt remains left.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Spins his head around::  CEO:  What are you doing?
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Slaps her combadge:: *XO/CSO*: Intruder in sickbay. Something...glowing, and Doctor Raeyld is firing on it...
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#CAG: I'll return with them. I want to make sure they get back as well. For right now, just get back to the ship so we can reassess what the hell we are doing here.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Eventually releases the trigger on the phaser, and lowers the weapon::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Nods and moves forward, bracelet and phaser out in front and ready::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Curses::  Self:  Of course restricted.  Computer: Show me the access shaft.  ::Hopes maybe he'll be able to find a way to override the security on the lift.::

@SCENE:  The room in empty with a burnt energy ring on the floor.  Near that is a melted Starfleet comm badge.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CEO*:  Are you still alive down there?  I need your expertise up here.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Starts to argue, then nods::  CEO:  Understood, sir.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#*CSO*: Commander, beam up the three I just asked to have transported. I'll return momentarily, once I'm sure that all our people are together and on their way off the surface.
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CEO*: Notes.  aOPS: Prepare for transport, to auxiliary sickbay.  *Security*: Security team to sickbay.  *MO Tevis*: Have a medteam standby in auxiliary sickbay. Security are incoming.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#CAG/MO/OPS: Clear the building. See if Claymore can get a lock.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Blinks at the commbadge and ring, moving closer and seeing if it reacts by default to the bracelet::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.  I will meet you in the transporter room.
Usfe says:
CMO:  You are of strong thought.  You will be my new disciple.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Nods::  MO:  Grab your patient, Doctor.  Let's go.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Makes her way as quickly as possible to transporter room one, at the same time contacting the transporter chief to begin beaming up the coordinates sent by Davis.::
Computer says:
$CNS:  Access hatch highlighted.  Follow floor indicator lighting for the direct path.
OPS Ens Cawney says:
XO: Efforting.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#SSE: Let Oley know our status.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
#::Makes his way outside::

XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CSO*: Whoever it is seems to be currently in sickbay. Security are on their way.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#CEO: Roger that, sir. Just waiting for the beam out.
TChief says:
::Catching the CSO's command, begins beaming.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
#::Practically carries Fong up the remaining stairs and follows Hawk outside::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Swallows:: Usfe: I don't think you know me very well.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Looks back down towards the basement, wondering what became of Mosit::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Gestures to Moya:: Usfe: You took this young woman away from her family. I have a problem with that.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  It is that Usfe person, I am fairly certain.  And I believe I know how she got aboard.  We need all electrical venues shut down.  I think she can use them like a highway.  Consider her like a holodoctor... the advanced ones.
Usfe says:
::Smiles.::  CMO:  It will not bother you for long.  ::Moves in closer to Doctor Raeyld.::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Orders a medteam to meet the CEO's team, while continuing to watch Raeyld and Usfe with trepidation::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Any electrical conduit she can use.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Moves into the hole in the floor, ducking lower as he does and holding his phaser ready::  Aloud:  Lieutenant Foster?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Any electrical discharge might do harm or at least do something to it.  Just do not let it use anything as a conduit.
SSE Sgt Omar says:
#*TGS*: The package is on the move. Orders?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Arriving at the transporter room, she greats those there.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Walks around to the other room and notices as she gets closer an opening in the floor::  CTO: There's stairs leading down here.  And I am still picking up a Starfleet signature from this area.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#*Lima Co*: Rally point C. 1 minute.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Follows the CTO down.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Draws a deep breath:: Usfe: I will never harm this crew, or allow harm to come to them.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Nods toward T'Shara without quite turning his head, moving further down and calling out again::
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CSO*: Understood.  Shutting down all conduit activity.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Whips his head around as he hears a voice coming from the staircase, but unable to understand what was said.  Glancing around he starts to run to the nearest cover forgetting about his wounded leg and ends up falling to the ground next to one of the consoles.::

@SCENE:  As the CTO and the Captain move down the stairs they see the large writing on the wall:  Unified Systems Followers Environment Corporations Model 110-44

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks the group over.::  OPS/CAG/MO:  I know you need medical, but right now, it is under attack.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Turns to head out in that direction.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Watches as 9 or 10 dark clad figures streak towards the building; they are easier to make out ,seeing as though everything else outside is dead or dying::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Pushes into the transporter room with his med team::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Turns about sharply, concern on his face::  CSO:  Sickbay is what?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Realizes he's talking to his sisters back, and follow her out at a run::
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Panting with the effort moves himself behind the console and glances out from around it trying to see who was coming.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Commander, I have three beamed aboard, OPS needs medical attention.  We are heading toward medical.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Reads the writing as she comes to the end of the stairs, looking around.::  CTO: What would the Daconians need with an environment computer system?
Usfe says:
CMO:  I would never ask you to harm them.  I need them.   ::Smiles once again.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Moving beside the CSO::  What's attacking who?
TGS GySgt Oley says:
#::Reaches the outside of the comm facility, surprised to see Davis there::  CEO: Commander, do we have other business down here?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CAG:   Apparently my earlier idea was not off.  Usef came aboard with me, using the transporter as an access port for herself.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Looks at Jennings:: MO: The  lieutenant is coming out of shock, he got hit in the leg. ::Runs after Hawk after dumping Fong into Jennings arms::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Arrives in sickbay, grumbling something about getting wrong orders to go to the auxiliary sickbay...when his patients suddenly disappear back out of the transporter room, and he turns to follow them back out into the hall::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Shakes his head::  TGS: Not if you tell me you have your men mostly intact.
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CSO*: Negative, do not take the crew to medical. A med team should be on their way to you.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CSO:  Great.  ::Checks his phaser::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Shrugs, out of his element here::  CO:  Probably predates recent concerns, hard to say, Captain.  ::Glances at the writing as he moves down::

ACTION:  Hawk, Stevens, Fong beam aboard the Claymore.   Their eyes take a minute to get used to the dark.

TGS GySgt Oley says:
#::Scans quickly and counts 10, including himself::  CEO: We're good to go.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Stops::  *XO*: Acknowledged.  Do you have any specific orders for us?  It would be helpful to have the chief aboard.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CAG:  Medical is on the way.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Nods::  *Transporter Room 1*: Davis to Transporter Room 1. Eleven to beam up at my present coordinates.
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CSO*: Defer to Commander Davis' orders; avail yourselves of the medical teams, and continue tracking some way to disrupt or dispel Usfe.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
*XO*: Commander, this is Hawk.  Fong is injured and is at the aux sickbay.  The CSO and I are on our way to sickbay to see if we can assist, not to get medical attention.
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Finally catches a glimpse of the people who came down the stairs he sighs in relief and carefully pulls himself back up.::  CO/CTO:  I'm glad to see you.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Runs after Hawk:: CAG: Wait, I'm coming with you.
Usfe says:
::Stops right as her hands are about to touch Raeyld.::   Outloud:  No.....   ::Disappears into the console in a bright flash.::
MA SCPO Golarex says:
#::Watches the other teams start to beam up and taps his own commbadge::  *aOPS*:  Tactical teams reporting in, ready for beam up.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Until he comes aboard, then I am going to engineering to see what I can do there to break up her pathways.  Shutting down and shuttling as much power to keep her from it is probably our best avenue.

@SCENE:  Foster is wearing a white clean room suit and matching booties.   There are others along the wall before the glass entrance.

CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Blinks as he spots Foster, phaser hand relaxing with a slight sigh::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#::Shakes his head, wondering what the god damn delay is::  *Bridge*: Davis to Claymore.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Hears the Counselors voice and turns to see him standing the best he can.::  CNS: Counselor what happened.  ::Puts the hand with her phaser down.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
MO:  Come on, Stevens...  let's go see if your boss has blown a hole in sickbay yet.  ::Heads off at a trot::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::With Fong suddenly thrust into his arms, he shakes his head and moves toward the auxiliary sickbay. If they others are injured, they'll find their ways. If they're too stupid to seek treatment, then that's their own problem::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CAG:  I need to keep her from being able to move.  The best place for that until Davis is aboard is engineering.  I have more access power there.
CNS Lt Foster says:
@CO:  That oh so hospitably god/tyrant snagged me when the rest beamed out of the back room
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Looks at the suit Foster is wearing and then over to the wall where there are similar suits hanging.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Turns to watch the stairs while T'Shara and Foster talk::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Blinks a few times, and looks to Tevis, standing at the door, feeling...something, but she's not sure what::

XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CEO*: Damrok here.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Looks back::  CSO:  Understood.  I'm going to check sickbay.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Checks her phaser and skinning knife and jobs after Hawk:: CAG: Right away, sir
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
#*XO*: Commander, I have 11 people, myself included, and we're trying to get back to Claymore.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Nods and motions Torran to follow her.  Quickly they make their way to the nearest lift.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Follows the captains eyes and shrugs.:: CO:  The computer said they were needed and I figured I should go along with it for now in case there were any sort of counter measures if I didn't.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@CNS: Usfe...  What did it want with you?
CNS Lt Foster says:
@CO: She wanted to know how to get onto the ship, wanted to use it to spread her message or word or some such.

ACTION:  The impulse engines engage pushing the Claymore towards the planet.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*CEO*: Understood. I'll have you brought up immediately.   aOPS: Bring Commander Davis' team up in Transporter Rooms 1 and 2.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Contacts Blathers and fills him in on what is going on and her ideas on trying to stop it.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@CNS: I see....  ::Raises an eyebrow and wonders why clean suits would be needed in a computer area.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Enters the TL with Stevens::  Deck 4
MO Ens Tevis says:
CMO: What -was- that?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Takes a deep breath and taps her commbadge::  *XO*: T'Shara to Damrok.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@CNS: Spread her message.  ::Quietly::  So many questions.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@CNS: How did you manage to get away?
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*XO*: Damrok here.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Exits the TL and heads down the corridor at a run, coming to a stop at Sickbay::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Just standing, staring blankly at the phaser burn in the wall across from here::
MO Ens Tevis says:
::Looks worriedly from Raeyld, to Hawk and Stevens as the slide through the doorways she was standing just inside of::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@*XO*: Be warned Usfe plans to gain access to the ship to use her for something.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Taking a deep breath, pulls his phaser and goes through the Sickbay doors.  Looks a bit nonpulsed when everyone stares back at him.::  Raeyld/Tevis:  Ummm...  Attack?  Ongoing?  Bad guys?  Shooting?



CNS Lt Foster says:
@CO:  I was stuck in a forcefield, barely able to move, Usfe left saying she was going to capture Senn and kill everyone else, she showed me images of them.  I did the only thing I could think of and tapped my commbadge against the forcefield, it overloaded and took down the forcefield and launched me through the door into the room with the stairs.
XO Cmdr Damrok says:
*CO*: Understood. We're working to thwart her attempts as we speak.

*************** Pause Mission - Time Lapse 5 minutes ***************
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